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We developed group-specific tissue probability map (TPM) for gray
matter (GM), white matter (WM) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) on the
common spatial coordinates of an averaged brain atlas derived from
normal controls (NC) and from schizophrenic patients (SZ). To identify
differences in group-specific TPMs, we used quantitative evaluation
methods based on differences in probabilistic distribution as a global
criterion, and the mean probability and the similarity index (SI) by lobe
as regional criteria. The SZ group showed more spatial variation with a
lower mean probability than NC subjects. And, for the right temporal
and left parietal lobes, the SI between each group was lower than the
other lobes. It can be said that there were significant differences in
spatial distribution between controls and schizophrenic patients at those
areas. In case of female group, although group differences in the
volumes of GM and WM were not significant, global difference in the
probabilistic distribution of GM was more prominent and the SI was
lower and its descent rate was greater in all lobes, compared with the
male group. If these morphological differences caused by disease or
group-specific features were not considered in TPM, the accuracy and
certainty of specific group studies would be greatly reduced. Therefore,
suitable TPM is required as a common framework for functional
neuroimaging studies and an a priori knowledge of tissue classification.
D 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
Probabilistic atlases are thought to provide information about
the neuroanatomical complexity and inter-individual variability
within a specific population in a common stereotaxic coordinate
system. In particular, anatomical and geometric brain tissue
probability map (TPM) can provide key information for func-
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tional neuroimaging studies, indicating the structural or tissue
homogeneity of the areas of significant functional activations
(Momenan et al., 2004; Tomaiuolo et al., 1999). In these studies,
probability maps derived from healthy control subjects were used
to give a common framework for identifying disease-specific
features.
To allow for the comparison of imaging studies across
individuals, imaging data have to be spatially normalized. This
process is generally based on data from healthy control subjects
and therefore poses several problems in pathological populations
because of abnormalities in brain morphology specific to neurodevelopmental or neurodegenerative processes (Toga et al., 2001).
If these morphological differences caused by diseases were not
considered in TPM, the accuracy and certainty of specific group
studies would be greatly reduced. In addition, TPM is not a
critical factor in tissue classification, but simply an initial estimate
for that procedure (Ashburner, 2000; Cocosco et al., 2003;
Kamber et al., 1995; Leemput et al., 1999a,b). However, the more
similar the morphology of the subject is to the average of the
population represented by the TPM, the better the utility of the
entire classification procedure (Cocosco et al., 2003). In fact,
voxel-based morphometry (VBM), developed for automated
unbiased analysis of structural magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) scans, demonstrates the essential problem with this
approach: MRI scans of patients may have a different geometry
than those of healthy controls. This is seen, for example, in
patients with Alzheimer’s disease, who show mainly ventricular
enlargement and displacement of structures (Ashburner, 2000). As
a result, healthy controls will match the standard template better
than patients; especially near strong intensity gradients, there is a
risk of measuring structure displacement on top of atrophy
(Bookstein, 2001). Recently, several researchers have proposed an
optimized VBM that used a study-specific local group template
and TPM for further improvements to minimize error while
maximizing sensitivity (Good et al., 2001a,b; Karas et al., 2003).
Therefore, suitable TPM is required as a common framework for
functional neuroimaging studies and an a priori knowledge of
tissue classification.
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Most recent studies have used large archives of volumetric
MRI scans to detect structural alterations in patients with
schizophrenia. These show enlarged lateral and third ventricles
(Lawrie and Abukmeil, 1998); reduced brain volume with
disproportionate temporal lobe reductions and gray matter deficits
(Csernansky et al., 1998; Lawrie and Abukmeil, 1998); thalamic
and midline anomalies (Andreasen et al., 1994); hippocampal
volume deficits and shape deformity (Csernansky et al., 1998;
Lee et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2001); loss or reversal of cortical
pattern asymmetry (Bilder et al., 1994; Falkai et al., 1992;
Shenton et al., 1992). In this study, we developed group-specific
TPMs for gray matter (GM), white matter (WM) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) on the common spatial coordinates of an averaged
brain atlas derived from healthy controls and from schizophrenic
patients.
We aimed to address the question of how substantially
different is the TPM of schizophrenic patients from that of the
normal population. With similar rationale, several other researchers have presented various methods for evaluating probabilistic
results. Wilke et al. (2003) proposed differences in the distribution of tissue probability as the method of comparing pediatric
and adult data. Although global differences can be shown by this
visual inspection, it is deficient in quantitative comparisons of the
probabilistic distribution in the specific brain region. Amunts et
al. (1999) described a technique to quantify inter-individual
spatial variability of Brodmann’s areas using probability maps:
that is, to compare the 50% probability volume with the mean
volume of that area. In addition, Park et al. (2004) compared the
probability maps for specific brain regions between healthy
controls and schizophrenic patients by the relative 50% probability volumes and cumulative distributions of probability.
Although these parameters can be assessed with voxel-wise
comparisons of local areas by the use of statistical probability
difference maps, it is necessary to present objective and
quantitative measures representing the differences in spatial
probability distribution in specific regions and the whole brain.
In this study, we proposed quantitative evaluation methods for
identifying differences in group-specific TPM, which show the
differences in probabilistic distribution as a global criterion and
the mean probability and the similarity index by lobe as specific
regional criteria. This study was intended not to introduce a
methodology for making any atlas or probability map, but to

Table 1
Demographic characteristics of the subjects
Characteristic

Age (years)
Male (N = 36)
Female (N = 23)
Education (years)
Estimated IQa
Parental SESb
SES
PANSSc total score
a
b
c

Schizophrenia
(N = 59)

Healthy control
(N = 59)

Student t test

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

t

p

27.32
28.08
26.13
14.17
100.63
3.02
3.24
66.81

5.62
5.33
5.97
2.51
15.14
0.82
0.73
17.37

26.07
26.58
25.26
15.54
116.37
2.97
2.69

5.32
5.72
4.63
1.87
9.70
0.72
0.56

1.25
1.15
0.55
3.37
6.73
0.36
4.52

0.22
0.25
0.58
<0.01
<0.01
0.72
<0.01

Intelligence quotient.
Socioeconomic status, from the highest as 1 to the lowest as 5.
Positive and negative symptom syndrome scale.
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Fig. 1. The procedure for producing an average brain atlas as a common
spatial coordinate. The thick arrows indicate the flow of all images, and the
narrow arrows indicate a single image. The whole procedure consists of
three steps. First, the averaged template (AVT) was constructed as a biasfree registration target. Then, linear registration was performed based on the
AVT for global scaling and linear alignment. Finally, nonlinear fifth-order
polynomial warping was completed to eliminate natural variations caused
by the non-rigidity of brains in vivo.

evaluate the spatial variation of each tissue of the brain in
schizophrenia using probabilistic maps.

Materials and methods
Subjects
A group of right-handed schizophrenic patients was recruited
from the inpatient unit and the outpatient clinic at Seoul National
University Hospital, Seoul, South Korea. Fifty-nine patients (36
male, 23 female) were interviewed with the Structured Clinical
Interview for DSM-IV (SCID-IV) and met those criteria for
schizophrenia. Exclusion criteria for patients were any lifetime
history of neurological or significant medical illnesses and any past
history of substance abuse. Each patient’s symptoms were rated on
the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS: Kay et al.,
1987). The normal control group was recruited from Internet
advertisements and consisted of 59 healthy subjects matched for
age, sex, handedness and parental socioeconomic status (SES) with
the patients group. Exclusion criteria for controls were any current
or lifetime history of DSM-IV axis I disorder. The demographic
characteristics of patients and controls are summarized in Table 1.
Although there were no significant group differences in these
characteristics between schizophrenia and comparison subjects in
mean age (27.32 T 5.62 vs. 26.07 T 5.32 years) and parental SES
(3.02 T 0.82 vs. 2.97 T 0.72), the numbers of years of education,
estimated IQ and personal SES did differ significantly (Table 1).
The mean PANSS total score of the patients was 66.81 T 17.37.
This study was carried out under guidelines for the use of human
subjects established by the institutional review board. All subjects
gave written informed consent for the procedures before their
participation in the study (Kim et al., 2003; Kwon et al., 2003). To
assess group-specific differences in our results, we divided our
sample into male and female subgroups for analysis.
MR image acquisition and preprocessing
MR images were acquired using a 1.5 T GE SIGNA scanner
(GE Medical System, Milwaukee, WI, USA) using a 3D-SPGR
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T1-weighted spoiled gradient echo pulse sequence with the
following parameters: 1.5 mm sagittal slices; echo time 5.5 ms;
repetition time 14.4 ms; number of excitations 1; rotation angle
20-; field of view 21  21 cm; matrix 256  256 voxels.
Following previous studies (Kim et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2003),
images were resampled to be isocubic and realigned so that the

anterior – posterior axis of the brain was aligned parallel to the
inter-commissural line and the other two axes were aligned along
the inter-hemispheric fissure. The data sets were then filtered using
2D affine anisotropic diffusion filtering to improve the signal-tonoise ratio. These procedures were processed using the commercial
software ANALYZE 4.0 (Mayo Foundation, USA).

Fig. 2. Tissue probability map (TPM) derived from (A) normal control (NC) population and (B) schizophrenic (SZ) patients. Although the average brain atlas of
the NC group was similar to that of the SZ group, there were more enlarged ventricles and greater atrophy of cortical gray matter in the patients with
schizophrenia.
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Skull stripping and tissue classification
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Table 2
Results of volume measures

Non-brain tissue components of the images were removed by
the modified region-growing method (Lee et al., 2003). We
applied morphological operations to the extracted cerebral image
to restore the peripheral CSF approximately in the sulcus, but not
in the gyrus. These operations consisted of sequential dilation, to
expand the image, and erosion, to shrink it. The extracted
cerebral images were classified into GM, WM and CSF, using a
fuzzy clustering algorithm that was chosen because it did not
require the use of a priori probability (Yoon et al., 2003). Total
intracranial and global tissue volumes and the volume ratio of
GM to WM before the processing for TPM were calculated to
compare differences in probability distribution.
Intensity averaged brain atlas as a common spatial coordinate
We constructed two average brain atlases derived from
healthy controls and schizophrenic patients as the common
spatial coordinates for group-specific TPM. The Automated
Image Registration Tool (AIR, version 5.2.5) was used for the
linear and nonlinear registration (Woods et al., 1998a,b). The
original procedure was derived and modified from FAIR Make
Atlas_ pipeline, proposed by Rex et al. (2003). The process
consists of three construction steps (Fig. 1): the average
template (AT), the linear atlas (LA) and the nonlinear atlas
(NA). First, all intensity-normalized images were affined to a
randomly selected subject within a group that was visually
inspected to screen out severe abnormalities to reduce variations
of global position and scale and averaged to make the AT. To
avoid the subsequent registration procedure from being biased
by using an individual image as a registration target, these
affine transforms are averaged to define a ‘‘least distant space’’
for every subject to be transformed into and the AT was used as
the registration target for the LA. Then, the voxels of intensity
under a pre-defined threshold on the boundary were masked out
to form the AT. The whole images were affined to the AT and
averaged and masked again, yielding the LA. Finally, to
construct the NA, all volumes were affined and warped onto
the LA followed by averaging and masking. For this step, nonrigidity of the brain was assumed using nonlinear fifth-order
polynomial warping. The NA was thus produced from the
intensity averaged brain images.

Fig. 3. Maximum probability maps for the average brain atlas. They are
used to divide the probability map of gray matter into the frontal, temporal,
parietal and occipital lobes.

There were no differences in the volume ratios of gray matter and white
matter, although there were significant group differences in the volumes of
cerebrospinal fluid and gray matter, but not in the white matter or
intracranial volumes.
* NC: normal control, SZ: schizophrenia; W: whole, M: male, F:
female.

Tissue probability map
All subjects were spatially normalized to the corresponding
averaged brain atlas. Derived transform parameters were then
applied to the tissue-classified volume of each subject. Averaging the normalized tissue volumes across subjects created a
probability map at each voxel. The probability for any specific
tissue at a given voxel described the percentage of subjects in
which this particular voxel was classified to that tissue. For
example, if a voxel with a coordinate (x, y, z) was classified as
GM for only 1 out of 10 subjects, its probability of belonging to
GM was assigned 0.1. The group-specific TPM for each
subpopulation, such as all normal controls (NC, TPM_NC), all
patients with schizophrenia (SZ, TPM_SZ), NC males, NC
females, SZ males and SZ females, was constructed and
evaluated for group-specific features in structural differences in
their probability distributions (Fig. 2). For the voxel-wise
comparison between groups, the average brain atlas of the SZ
group was affine transformed into that of the NC group to
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remove possible differences in global size and shape. This
derived transformation matrix was then applied to the tissue
volume of SZ and a new TPM_SZ, realigned to the average
brain atlas of the NC group, was reconstructed.
Evaluation of probabilistic distribution
To account for different image contrasts caused by different
field strengths and field inhomogeneities, results were only
considered valid if the difference in tissue probability distribution

was found to be larger than 20% at a given voxel. For
visualization of probability differences between groups, the
difference in each voxel was color-coded and superimposed on
the TPM_NC, used as a background image.
Although there was global dissimilarity between TPMs, as
shown by probability differences, the maximum probability map
by lobe was applied to identify regional differences between GM
probability distributions. Although most procedure of maximum
probability map followed the approach of Hammers et al.
(2003), neuroanatomically trained investigator delineated man-

Fig. 4. Results of extracting differences between group-specific TPMs of the whole (top), males (middle) and females (bottom). (A) Cerebrospinal fluid, (B)
gray matter and (C) white matter. Blue represents a higher tissue probability in the schizophrenic patient than the normal control population, with red indicating
the opposite effect. The software MRIcro was used to display the image and to set the minimum cluster size to 100 voxels (http://www.mricro.com).
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Fig. 4 (continued).

ually subdivisions of the brain using ANALYZE 4.0 (Mayo
Foundation, USA). The definition of boundary between lobes in
the manual parcellation has been described in the published
literatures (Caviness et al., 1996; Crespo-Facorro et al., 1999;
Kim et al., 2000; Rademacher et al., 1992). For frontal lobe,
there are major landmarks to define boundaries (Crespo-Facorro
et al., 1999). On the medial wall: (1) above the body of the
corpus callosum (CC), an imaginary vertical line dropped from
the point where the central sulcus intersects with the midsagittal
plane (Rademacher et al., 1992); (2) below the genu of the CC,
an imaginary vertical line passing through the most anterior tip
of the inner surface of the genu of the CC. On the lateral
surface, the posterior boundary is the central sulcus (or
Rolando’s fissure). The lateral, medial, anterior, superior and
inferior boundaries of the frontal lobe are defined by its natural
limits. The callosal sulcus constitutes the inferior boundary of
the frontal lobe on the medial wall of the hemisphere. For
temporal lobe, 6 major temporal sulci – Heschl’s sulcus, first
transverse sulcus, superior temporal sulcus, inferior temporal
sulcus, occipitotemporal sulcus and collateral sulcus – and 7
artificial coronal slices were used to define medial/superior or
lateral/inferior borders of temporal subregions (Kim et al., 2000).
These subregions were merged to define whole temporal lobe.
Remaining region that had not defined to frontal or temporal
lobe was parcellated to occipital and parietal lobe. Major
landmarks were used to separate occipital and parietal lobe
(Caviness et al., 1996): (1) plane including intraparietal fissure –
transverse occipital fissure; (2) plane including anterior limit of
calcarine fissure; (3) cuneal fissure – parietooccipital fissure; (4)
cuneal point (calcarine fissure – parietooccipital fissure). The
maximum probability map was constructed from the whole
NC population in this study (Fig. 3).
The mean probability and corresponding L/R asymmetry for
major lobes of each group were calculated, where L and R were
measures for the left and right hemispheres. The mean

probability at a given voxel reflects the average spatial
variability within each group. For example, if a voxel had a
larger degree of spatial variability within its group, the mean
probability might be decreased. The asymmetry index was also
computed according to the expression 2  (L  R) / (L + R).
The symmetry range was established between the index values
0.1 and +0.1 (Galaburda and Eidelberg, 1982; Shapleske et al.,
1999). Asymmetrical cases, therefore, were those showing values
below 0.1 (right-sided pattern) or above +0.1 (left-sided
pattern).
In addition, binary segmentations in the GM probability map
by lobe of each group were produced by applying different
thresholds onto the probability map. Using these segmentations,
the similarity index (SI) was calculated between groups for
identifying the effect of spatial variability on probability map.
Cocosco et al. (2003) showed experimentally that the false
positives in TPM as a training set for the supervised classifier
amounted to just about 3% of all selected locations for the
highest probability threshold. It means that the spatial locations
which have a higher probability represent the core pattern of
structural distribution. Therefore, even though global similarities
at a lower probability threshold are related generally to both
volumetric differences and spatial variability, it can be said that
the effect of spatial variability is more conspicuous than
volumetric difference at a higher probability threshold. The SI
was used to measure the similarity (k) of two sets as the ratio
of the size of their intersection divided by the size of their
union.
k ðS1 ; S2 Þ ¼

2jS1 7 S2 j
jS1 j þ jS2 j;

These k values ranged from 0 for sets that have no common
elements to 1 for sets that are identical (Zijdenbos et al.,
1994).
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Results

cerebellum of the female patients with schizophrenia, but this was
not evident for the male patients (Fig. 4B).

Global volume differences in segmented brain tissues
Regional differences between group-specific GM probability maps
The statistical significance of differences between groups was
assumed at P < 0.05. Although WM and intracranial volumes
did not differ between the patients and the control subjects, the
SZ group had significantly smaller GM and larger CSF volumes
than the NC subjects, except for the GM value of the female
groups (Table 2). However, there was no difference between
groups in the volume ratio of GM to WM.
Global probabilistic differences between group-specific TPMs
Although the average atlases of the two groups appear to be
similar, the TPMs differed (Fig. 2). Thus, visual inspection of Fig.
2 shows some cortical atrophy and enlarged ventricles in the SZ
group. A detailed comparison is overlaid on the TPM_NC, with
the color coding representing the direction of differences: red
denotes a higher tissue probability in the NC group compared
with the SZ group, and blue indicates the opposite (Fig. 4). This
color-coded image represents at least a 20% difference in tissue
probability and includes clusters of more than 100 voxels. In
general, the SZ group showed a higher probability for CSF and a
lower probability for GM, relative to the normal control.
Compared with the distribution of GM and CSF probability
differences at the same time, the relative decrease in probability
of GM corresponded to the increase of probability in peripheral
CSF and lateral ventricles of the patients with schizophrenia.
Moreover, although group differences in the volumes of GM and
WM were not statistically significant for females, these differences were more prominent, compared with the whole and the
male groups. In particular, there was a reduction in the frontal
areas and an increase in the probability image of GM in the

Fig. 5 shows the mean probabilities and corresponding L/R
asymmetries for major lobes of each group of subjects. Whereas
the mean probability of left occipital lobe amounted above 70% in
all the groups, the mean probability of left frontal and right parietal
lobes did not yet get to 60%. As with global differences, the mean
probability of the NC group was greater than that of the SZ
subjects in all lobes. Both male and female subjects with
schizophrenia tended to show more spatial variability than the
control subjects, indicated by lower mean probability. In particular,
in both temporal lobes and left occipital lobe, the differences in
mean probability between all groups marked over 3%. The female
schizophrenic group had higher mean probability values than the
male schizophrenic group in most parts of GM, except for both
occipital lobes and right temporal lobe. However, it is difficult to
conclude that spatial variation caused by the disease might be
greater in males than in females for the schizophrenic patient
because several other factors such as volumetric difference and
morphological shape variation are also mixed in this mean
probability. Although the control subjects showed a left-sided
asymmetrical pattern of mean probability in the occipital lobe, this
asymmetrical property tended to diminish in the patients with
schizophrenia.
Fig. 6 presents the SI with the threshold running from 0.5 to
0.9, which was calculated between groups for identifying the effect
of spatial variability on probability map. The SI between each
group was lower in the right temporal and left parietal lobes than in
other lobes. It could be said that there were significant differences
in spatial distribution between the NC and SZ groups at those
areas. Although the SI decreased as the threshold level increased,

Fig. 5. Mean probability and asymmetry index of each lobe in the probability map for gray matter of each group. * L: left, R: right; F: frontal, T: temporal, P:
parietal, O: occipital. ** NC: normal control, SZ: schizophrenia; W: whole, M: male, F: female. *** Symmetry range: 0.1 to +0.1.
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Fig. 6. Similarity index between the binary segmentations of each group with the probability threshold in each lobe. The index of females is relatively lower
and its decent rate was greater in all lobes than for the other groups. The numbers indicate the correlation index and the square of the correlation coefficient
which come from linear regression analysis.

its descent rate was different from each other in all lobes. In
particular, the SI for the female group was lower and its descent
rate was greater in all lobes, compared with the male group. For
example, while the descent rate of SI in the female group was 7.6%
(R 2 = 0.94) in the right occipital lobe, that of the male group was
only 6.1% (0.84). It could be explained that the global difference in
the probabilistic distribution of GM was more prominent in
females and spatial variation caused by disease might be greater
in females than in males for the schizophrenic patient.

Discussion and conclusion
Differences in probabilistic distribution for patients with
schizophrenia
We found significant group differences in GM and CSF
volumes, but not in WM volume, except for the female group in
GM. This was consistent with several previous studies that
demonstrated enlarged lateral ventricles and a global reduction
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of GM volumes in patients with schizophrenia (Csernansky et
al., 1998; Lawrie and Abukmeil, 1998; Wright et al., 2000).
This is evident by simple visual examination of the global
difference in probabilistic distribution. A global decrease of GM
probability coincided with an increase of probability in the
peripheral CSF and lateral ventricle of the patients with
schizophrenia, relative to the control subjects. On the other
hand, although the volume differences in GM and WM in
females were not significant, there were greater differences in
probabilistic distribution. It is not possible to conclude that the
probabilistic distribution reflects only volumetric differences,
because spatial variability and morphological deformation are
also encoded in that probability. Because volumetric comparisons tend to underestimate the disease-specific abnormalities,
such as spatial variations and morphological characteristics, it
can be said that the probability at a given voxel might provide
additional useful information when combined with conventional
volume measures.
For regional differences, the mean probability of the SZ
group was lower than that of the NC group in all lobes. The SZ
group clearly showed significant differences in the pattern of
spatial variation compared with the NC group. Park et al. (2004)
suggested that schizophrenic subjects showed a significantly
lower spatial overlap of specific brain region than controls, even
after nonlinear spatial normalization, suggesting a greater
heterogeneity in the spatial distribution of that area. They used
a brain template based on healthy control subjects as a
registration target for the patients. Although in this study the
average brain atlas derived from schizophrenic patients was used
as the common spatial coordinate of TPM_SZ with regard to a
different morphology, there was still some anatomical variation
between patient and control groups. Therefore, it should be
noted that inconsistent registration within group could make a
difference in the interpretation of functional neuroimaging (Brett
et al., 2002).
In schizophrenia, structural brain abnormalities such as
ventricular enlargement, volume reductions in the temporal lobe
structures and anomalous cerebral asymmetries have been
suggested to be greater in male patients than in female patients,
contrary to the results of this study. However, Lawrie and
Abukmeil (1998) reported that further studies were required in
affected women to identify the clinical and etiological associations of those findings. Suzuki et al. (2002) observed GM
reductions in the right prefrontal areas and increased regional GM
in the parietal areas and the cerebellum in female patients, but not
in male patients. In addition, Nasrallah et al. (1990) reported the
frontal area to be significantly reduced in female patients with
schizophrenia as compared with female controls, although they
found no significant group differences in the frontal area in male
subjects. In this study, we found that the probability of GM
predominantly decreased in the frontal area and increased in the
cerebellum in the female patients, but these trends were not
remarkable in the male patients. And, for female subjects, the
value of SI was lower and its descent rate was significantly
greater in all the major lobes, compared with the male subjects.
From our results and those of earlier studies, it may be assumed
that male and female patients with schizophrenia have some
different patterns of structural brain abnormalities. Therefore, a
better group-specific TPM is required to minimize error while
maximizing sensitivity of tissue classification, which represents
morphology similar to the average of a given population.

Methodological considerations
The main contribution of this study is to evaluate the spatial
variation of each tissue of the brain in schizophrenia using
probabilistic maps. Although there have been many researches
for morphological differences in schizophrenia from healthy
control, this is the first study to investigate the spatial
distribution of each tissue of the brain of schizophrenia using
probabilistic map for whole brain, not a specific ROI. Unlike
other voxel-based or ROI-based volume comparison methods,
the proposed method was concentrated on the spatial variation
within a group and compared these spatial variations between
groups using similarity index. When combined with the volumebased studies, this kind of spatial variation analysis could give
additional useful information to understand the morphological
characteristic of schizophrenia’s brain.
However, there are two limitations to this study. First, it was
difficult to identify group differences in the probabilistic
distribution of peripheral CSF regions. This arose from the
morphological approximation in the skull-stripping procedure of
image analysis. It is impossible to define exactly by visual
inspection whether the cerebrum includes the entire CSF,
because the intensity of CSF in T1-weighted MRI is similar
to that of the background, despite manual establishment of the
region of interest. Second, supplementary evaluation methods
for probabilistic results are needed, apart from the visual
inspection and other measures used in this study. We used the
similarity index which is calculated between groups as an
efficient way to overall evaluate the voxel-wise probabilistic
difference. The change pattern of the similarity index according
to probability threshold represents variability of structural
distribution. In general, binary segmentation of the probability
map, produced by applying different thresholds, is compared
with the gold standard, which is produced via manual
segmentation by an anatomist using a similarity index. In
practice, the probability of voxels might be more useful than
binary segmentation and it would be desirable to have a general
measure for clarity of the evaluation representing the accuracy
of the probability map as a whole. Anbeek et al. (2004)
proposed a limited probabilistic similarity index, in which
probabilistic outcomes were evaluated by comparison with
binary references. Therefore, a probabilistic version of the
similarity index that can be compared between probabilistic
results is required.
Even excepting spatial variability, there can be other factors,
such as registration error and segmentation error, in the
probability map. Both of probability maps were generated by
the same registration program and automated segmentation
method was applied for identifying lobes from both of
probability maps. Although there might be some errors, it can
be assumed that those errors are removed mostly through the
comparison between two maps. Actually, the purpose of this
study was to identify the spatial variability caused by schizophrenia using the analysis of differences between probabilistic
maps.

Conclusions
The extreme variability in the structural conformation of the
human brain poses significant challenges for the construction of
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population-based probabilistic atlases. Probabilistic atlases retain
information on cross-subject variations in brain structure and
function. These atlases are powerful tools with broad clinical and
research applications (Kikinis et al., 1996; Roland and Zilles, 1994;
Thompson et al., 2000; Toga et al., 2001). Based on wellcharacterized patient groups, these atlases contain composite maps
and visualizations of structural variability, asymmetry and groupspecific differences. This quantitative framework can be used to
recognize anomalies and label structures in new patients. Because
they retain information on group anatomical variability, diseasespecific atlases are a type of probabilistic atlas specialized to
represent a particular clinical group. The resulting atlases can
identify patterns of altered structure or function and can guide
algorithms for knowledge-based image analysis (Dinov et al.,
2000; Pitiot et al., 2002).
In conclusion, we have presented a procedure for constructing
group-specific TPM and the quantitative evaluation methods of
group-specific features in the structural differences of TPM. In
particular, TPM from schizophrenic patients showed different
spatial distributions in both global and regional aspects than in
normal controls. These group-specific TPM results will be useful
for the a priori knowledge of tissue classification and in the
interpretation of functional activation and promise to improve the
accuracy of group analysis.
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